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From: Jack Guttmann
To: Mahendra Shah
Date: 8/9/02 11:09PM
Subject: RE: Material models for CTH and Pronto and Status ooeingcontr act

Mahendra,

Talk to Skip for the "official" speed to be used (arounc{ )
>>> Mahendra Shah 08/05/2002 3:58:40 PM >>>
Jeff:

Thanks. Is ZAPOTEC model with rigid Pad and Mat and friction coeffient of 0.8 working yet? Greg was
going to run this model to see if he gets similar results as 0TH run. Please letfrnm now.

Also, I would like the aircraft speed to be close to( )to bound the conditions.

One additional question for you. I had talked to JDSmith about the small plane and we had agreed that he
will send me the bases for recommending the particular plane we had talked about sometime this week.
Please forward this e-mail to JD for his information.

Thanks again. I appreciate your quick response.
Did you receive the FEDEX I had sent to you last week? Please let me know.

Mahendra

>>> 'Smith, Jeffrey" <iasmith~sandia.qov> 08/05/02 03:33PM >>>
Mahendra:

Here is a rough idea of some things that we discussed here a week or so ago
in regards to structural analyses and scenarios. This is to give you some
idea of the directions we are headed and our priorities in the analyses.
There are two figures attached in word document (I hope you can read that).

Figure A. shows'the trajectory on the cask that we are examining. Initially
Greg Bessette and the CTH/ZAPOTEC analyses are only examining trajectory 4
(trying to establish exit velocity of the cask). The detailed PRONTO
analyses being performed by Kenneth Gwinn are looking at all 4 trajectories
(currently he is working on the trajectory 1 with the MPC inside the
overpack). We believe determining if the lid comes off a significant
priority also (then we have to determine if the MPC can come out of the
cask).

Figure 8. Shows the cask-on-cask scenario we will examine. Currently we
expect to examine only one case. That case will be $

)We are waiting for the CTH/ZAPOTEC analyses to
provide insight into the cask velocity.

In regard to speeds, I would refer you to my previous e-mail.

If you have any questions or want to discuss this let me know.

Thanks,
Jeff
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